
WHAT ARE THE LESSONS OF VIETNAM

Mr. M?ndale has not learned the lesson of Vietnam." In reply, M?ndale said that "Hart has learned the wrong lesson
from Vietnam." There are certain.

We cannot be a nation of pacifists. Do we want to be a country that is permanently at war? Yet our
discomfiture should teach us a lesson: Before we engage our military power in a foreign land we should make
quite certain that we comprehend the nature of the struggle. For example, although President Ronald Reagan
called on Americans to honor the troops, he showed his true colors when it came to programs to aid those
scarred by the Vietnam conflict. Repetitious small-unit skirmishes, patrols, and ambushes are not concluded
by epic flag-raisings. Since that debate will produce few useful insights, we would do better to focus on two
other questions: how can we avoid making the same mistakes again and, if, by misjudgment or misadventure,
we should get into another such mess, how can we extricate ourselves at minimum cost? Our leaders seem to
have learned a lot â€” specifically, how to wage "forever war" around the globe with little political or public
dissent. Another story must be told: that of a decades-long reign of terror against the people of Vietnam, a
shameful war that no government-sanctioned lesson or eloquent rhetoric can hide. Help us tell more of the
stories that matter from voices that too often remain unheard. Withdrawal from Vietnam did not make the
Soviets doubt U. I felt that they Charlie Company were able to carry out the assigned task, the orders, that
meant killing small kids, killing womenâ€¦. The U. Clear statements of purpose, candid assessments of likely
costs, and as much transparency as is militarily possible are crucial. That in essence has been the story of
Vietnam from the beginning. Thus, Senator Gary Hart, when he charged in the presidential primary campaign
that former Vice President Mondale misunderstood the crisis in Central America, claimed that "At the heart of
the difference is, perhaps, the lesson of Vietnam. Commanders have embarked on an impossible effort to win
the hearts and minds of the Afghan people â€”- impossible because unless we can guarantee lasting protection
for the people who cooperate with us, the Taliban will kill them and will do it horribly. War is more than a
weapon in a diplomatic game. Whose ideas about the war will prevail? Some describe the excesses and even
the criminal behavior of the U. In , while briefly assisting a French. In spite of American aid and the elaborate
political apparatus that now covers the country like a vast spider web, it fought any settlement that would not
deliver the country on a platter. We are propping up a corrupt and ineffective government, just like Vietnam.
President Bush owes it to his successor to make as much progress toward this goal as possible; not to hand the
problem over but to reduce it to more manageable proportions. The political fragility of Saigon undermined
our military effectiveness while destroying our freedom of choice or maneuver. A graduated withdrawal
compatible with preventing a takeover by radical Islam in Iraq is also a serious challenge in Iraq. And just like
Vietnam, it has begun to look like our objective now is not to win, but to save face. That we had no treaty
obligations running directly to Saigon did not seem to matter, nor was anyone much bothered that the SEATO
Treaty was never invoked until external aggression had been established by the appearance in the South of
main force North Vietnamese units toward the middle of  Prime Minister, I had encountered a competing
principle that seemed more valid. We simply could not teach the natives to make institutional bricks when
there was no cohesive straw and the available clay was spectacularly unsuited to the purpose, since
Vietnamese society possessed none of the nuclear elements from which a democratic structure could evolved.
If decisive action risked turning a small war into a large one, limited action seemed to offer only protracted
con flict, while our persistent failure to bring the issue to a conclusion compounded the permanent damage to
our prestige 10 times over. Senate majority leader and then ambassador to Japan, told an English radio
audience: It seems to me the American people want to forget Vietnam and not even remember that it
happened.


